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Analysis of Circular Wing Lattice 

(On a Successive Approximation Meth州 1Using 1¥Iapping Function) 

Akio HATTA~-

This paper deals with one of the analysis of fixed circular wing lattice which is 

seen as the guide vanes of reaction type water turbine or as the diffusers of blowers. 

The flow around the lattice is thought as two dirnensional potential flow. It is 

known that the circular wing lattice cornposed of logarithrnic spirals can be trans-

forrned into a unit circle using rna:pping function. 
By adding sorne regular series to this function we can also transforrn the circular 

wing lattice cornposed of thin aerofoils with arbitrary shape into a unit circle_ 

It is considered to be a hard work to deterrnine successively all the unknown factors. 

in this rnapping function. A new successive approxirnation rnethod stated in this 

paper wil1 be easi1y perforrned using a digital cornputer. 

And the cornplex potential function expressing the flow around the circ1e can be 

deterrnined in order to satisfy the flow around the circular wing lattice. Then the 

circulation around each aerofoi1s can be ca1culated by the hypothesis of Kutta-

Jowkowski. And pressure distribution on the surface of each aerofoi1 is expressed 

in a rnore sirnplified forrnula than before. 

Nurnerical calculations by this rnethod show good coincidence with the test results. 

reported by others. 

The author investigates further following iterns 

i) Characteristics of the logarithrnic spirals set in rnany dispositions. 

ii) Characleristics of the aerofoils with arbitrary shape set in several dispositions . 
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